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Background

 The Algonquin Nation Secretariat conducts research on behalf of the Algonquin 
communities of: Timiskaming, Wolf Lake, Barriere Lake and has done some work 
for Kebaowek

 Of our member communities, Timiskaming has the most specific claims 

 This particular claim deals with a Pre-Confederation reserve, non-treaty – and a 
timber lease and subsequent surrender

 Two particular transactions relating to timber

 Timber Lease – 1870 

 Timber Surrender – 1890 for whole of reserve

 The key document – the original timber lease, has never been found

 We will focus on how we used other sources in order to get a clear picture of the 
events that occurred without having access to the lease that was the focus of the 
claim



Usual Research Practices

 Consulting the Red or Black Series files at LAC

 File was incomplete and many documents were removed before LAC received the 

file

 No lease, no sketch and no supporting correspondence before 1875

 Checking the Reserve General Register or the Indian Lands Registry System

 No progress was made here either

 No copy, no terms of the lease

 Didn’t know what area it covered as that time the reserve boundaries were not 

confirmed



Red Series Subject File
LAC RG10 Vol. 2103 File 18,753-2 Reel C-11,158

There were no plans found in this file and the lease was also missing



Next Steps

 Having to piece together the whole picture from other sources highlights the 

importance of doing 360°research to help triangulate the facts

 While we knew about the lease, we also knew that it had been sold a few 

times over the years

 Understanding the timber regulations of the time was important since timber sales 

had to be advertised 

 Having the date of the lease provided us with a range to check the Incoming 

Letter Registers to see when the lease reached the department



Letterbook of Crown Timber 

Agent

Letter from EE Tache, Commissioner of Crown 

Lands asking to be sent a plan of the reserve 

and the timber limits on it





Incoming Letter Registers

 All incoming letters to the 

department were recorded in a 

register, originally organized by 

region

 They were given a number based 

on when they were received

 A summary of what was in the 

letter was included

 Also recorded was what action (if 

any) was taken and when the 

letter was received and 

acknowledged 

 Later all incoming letters are 

grouped together

 Since we knew the date range of 

the lease and the following timber 

activities we were able to look for 

letters relating to Timiskaming and 

timber





Incoming Letter Register – Letter 7335



Example from the Indian Affairs 

Letterbooks

Letter acknowledging the receipt of ground 

rent for timber license on the Timiskaming 

Reserve





Newspapers

Ottawa Citizen, 1895

According to the timber regulations of the 

time, a sale had to be advertised 

This edition from January 8, 1895 advertises 

the timber on the Timiskaming Reserve







Transferring the timber license



Findings

 By checking the other sources of information, we were able to get a clear 

picture of what was happening up at Timiskaming during the time of the 

timber lease (also what was happening that wasn’t supposed to be happening)

 Consulting the other less utilized resources really helped to fill in the gaps

 Despite not finding the original lease, we were able to track it as it changed 

hands throughout the years 

 Throughout the years the lease was never re-assessed and it wasn’t until 1894 that 

a surrender was first taken for the timber on the reserve



Things Learned

 Don’t be discouraged if a key document is missing

 Try to complete a full 360 degree view of what was happening at the time

 If we had the lease, we might not have had to check everywhere else and 

would have missed out on the disparity between crown land dues and the 

dues being paid on the reserve

 There are always work arounds for when a document is missing

 The incoming letter registers are an under used resource; and while files may 

have been destroyed we have the summaries of letters and what action was 

taken

 Always explore other resources, for anything relating to timber, they had to 

be advertised and they should show up at one point


